**ANNEXURE 'C'**

**DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER ENGINEERING**  
**Z. H. COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY**  
**ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY, ALIGARH**

D.N. No. 392/comp.  

M/S ________________

Sealed quotations are invited for the following articles, allowing concessions given to Academic/Technical Institutions, if any. Illustrations/specifications/delivery time should be given in each case. Quotations should reach this office by 28.02.2017.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S.N. o.</th>
<th>PARTICULARS</th>
<th>APPROX. QUANTITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 01.     | **Workstations**  
Processor Intel Xeon E5-2680 2.7GHz 20MB Cache 8-Core Processor CPU or i7 7700K; Z270 7th Generation  
Motherboard MSI/ASUS or equivalent; 32 GB DDR4-2133, Nvidia GeForce GTX 1080 "Founders Edition" 8GB GDDR5X VR-Ready/Pascal Architecture 256-bit PCI-Express Graphics Card; 1TB SSD; 2TB 7200RPM SATA;  
Corsair 750 W SMPS or equivalent; Corsair Hydro Series TM H100i V2 Extreme Performance 240MM Liquid CPU  
Cooler; Cabinet Circle/NX3T 340 or equivalent;  
Microsoft Windows 10 (Genuine); 28" LED Monitor; Keyboard RGM; Mouse  
Make: HP, Lenovo, Dell, or equivalent OR Individual Items | 08 |
| 02.     | **Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) Equipment**  
Advanced HF RFID Evaluation Kit, Plug & Play Multiprotocol RFID Reader External Antenna, RFID Tags & Cards, API's & Documentation  
a) UHF RFID Evaluation Kit - Based on EPC Gen-2 (ISO18000-6c) standard, APIs & accessories, Read range 5m,  
b) UHF RFID Handheld Reader Handheld reader, options of integrating WLAN, Bluetooth, GSM & Barcode,  
c) Active Evaluation Kit with external antenna (2.45 GHz), Personal Tracking, Laptop Tracking, Asset Tracking,  
Real Time Inventory, Toll collection, Read range upto 20m.  
d) UHF Reader with SMA Antenna port, Warehouse management, Supply chain management, Item Tracking,  
Operating on 865 to 867 MHz  
e) Active RFID Reader on 2.45 GHz, Vehicle Tracking, Real Time Inventory, Laptop Tracking, Personal Tracking,  
f) RFID Active and Passive Tags (50 and 1000, respectively)  
g) UHF RFID Hand Held Reader with touch panel, Fingerprint reader, barcode scanning, Bluetooth, GPS and WiFi  
h) Biometric Scanner/Reader | 01 Each |
| 03.     | **All-in-one Systems**  
6th Generation Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700K Processor (6M Cache, up to 2.80 GHz), 23.8-inch FHD (1920x1080)  
LED-Backlit Touch Display, 16GB Dual Channel DDR4 1600Mhz (4GBx2), 1TB 5400 rpm Hard Drive, NVIDIA(R)  
GeForce 930M 4GB GDDR3, 802.11ac + Bluetooth 4.0, Wireless Keyboard and Mouse Make: Dell/HP/Lenovo  
or equivalent | 8 |
| 04.     | **Hardware/Embedded Systems Lab Equipment**  
Microprocessor 8058 Trainer Kit; Model No.: Dyna 85L or Equivalent  
Microprocessor 8086 Model No.: Dyna 86L or Equivalent  
Digital Lab Trainer kits Model No.: Dyna or Equivalent  
Tektronix Digital Oscilloscope TDS 2012C  
Microprocessor/Microcontroller Peripheral Interface Cards  
Arduino Kits; Raspberry Pi Kits  
MATLAB - 16. x + (Tool Boxes)  
ROBOTIC ARM 6 DOF DIY KIT WITH USB SERVO CONTROLLER | 20 10 10 5 25 1 |

**TERMS & CONDITIONS :**

01. Goods are required to be dispatched F.O.R. Aligarh / Ex-godown / at site by passenger Train/Goods Train/Parcel post.

02. Goods should be dispatched in the name of the Chairman, Dept. of Computer Engg., Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh-202 002(U.P.)

03. The Office has the right to accept the rate of some or all the articles required.

04. The Office reserves the right to reject any or all of the quotations without assigning any reason or to allot full or part of the supply to one or more firms.

05. Payment shall be made against bill.

06. In case goods are not according to specification, the cost of returning them shall be borne by the supplier.

07. The period of validity of the rates offered may be specified.

08. The quotations containing uncalled for remarks are likely to be rejected.

09. The firm registered with the sales-tax Authority should mention Sales-tax Registration No. wherever applicable.

10. The discount / rebate admissible if any, may be quoted.

11. The rate of Sales-tax including surcharge alongwith concession admissible to educational institutions may be specified.

12. Other incidental charges such as packing, forwarding, Insurance etc. may be clearly.

13. In case of out-station supplies the documents be sent through bank.

(Prof. M. Sarosh Umar)  
Chairman  
Department of Computer Engg.  
A.M.U., Aligarh